Established in 1984, our services include:

✓ Providing resources, tools, and strategic planning
✓ Tracking industry or allied opposition tactics
✓ Assisting with message development
✓ Illustrating policy trends via ordinance lists & maps
✓ Providing personalized training, technical assistance, and support
Law Passes! Now What?
Delivery of Signs into Navajo Communities

- District #7 (5 Chapters)
- Feedback – Very Positive!
- Navajo Nation Business Office – Approval from Corp.
- Home Signs – Families that Host Ceremonies
- Traditional Healer Organization
- Reporting Back to the Chapters on the AIL ACT
Celebration Night

June 1 • Phil Brady's

Live Music:
Henry Turner Jr. and Flavor ft. Henry Turner Jr. All Stars with Michael Foster Project Band

No Smoking within 15 ft of entryway

Including e-cigarettes

If you see someone smoking, please notify the manager. If the problem persists, please call 311 and report it.
Implementation

Change in social norms as smoking moves to outdoor areas.

It’s never too early to start planning - incl. cessation

Signage makes it real

Opponents often still seek to weaken or litigate laws after enactment - so strong implementation matters.

You are not alone! Lots of resources to help
CLEARING THE AIR

2021-2022 VIRTUAL INSTITUTE

SMOKEFREE POLICY:
IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING

PLEASE COMPLETE THE EVALUATION POLL

SAVE THE DATE FOR THE NEXT CTA ON APRIL 14, 2022
Evaluations, please!